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From the Chair,  
   
It doesn’t seem five minutes ago since our last magazine was 
published but, it is now nice to announce the Working Day at 
Great Henny is going ahead   
 

The event will be a much more tightly monitored  event and no 
one will be allowed onto the site without full insurance  This 
means that anyone who turns up at the gate without the proper 
papers will be turned away. 
 

There will be a tractor run in the morning of Saturday 2nd and 
we want everyone back in time to set the field out for 2 pm  
 

Hope that you are enjoying a few rallies now that life is 
returning to a new normality and I must say a big thank you to 
those who attended our first meeting on 28th July;  the most 
disappointing thing was the low attendance considering we 
have about 100 members in Suffolk and Essex  
 

Getting back to the working day if we all pull together and help 
with the setting up and stewarding it will a huge success. 
   
We have a speaker for the August  meeting and the others are 
coming along fine and may I ask If you are coming to any of the 
meetings could I ask  if you could consider donating a prize for 
the raffle which we hold at these events  as  it does help  the 
Society funding. 
   
Looking forward to next year the FMPS will be taking a new 
look at where we are heading and I think it will be very 
important  that the AGM is given very serious consideration by 
you all. 
   
I hope members in East Anglia will support future meetings and 
of course the Working Weekend.  
 

   Bryan 
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From the Editor, 

 

Another Magazine after another three months have flown by 
and, for a change I can report that slowly, very slowly, we might 
just be moving forward.  

Our members report the rallies and shows are just beginning to 
open up but all over the country there are still some very 
noticeable absences in the events calendar in East Anglia and, 
I suspect, this is true throughout Britain. In our area we will still 
be without the Grand Henham Steam Rally, generally held in 
the middle of September. This rally has been running for close 
to fifty years with the occasional cancellation (foot and mouth 
disease for instance) but for the second year running the 
organisers have decided not to go ahead. Without knowing the 
facts behind this decision it does seem strange when you 
consider, on the same grounds, the recent Latitude Music 
Festival was held which allowed 40.000 people to attend.  

I have a real concern many established rallies and shows will 
never again get up and running.  

As for our Society; we have now recommenced monthly 
meetings and the first since Covid was held on July 28th. 
Surprisingly the attendance was very poor considering there 
has been about an 18 month break. Deliberately no speaker 
was booked giving the members a chance to play “catch up”. 
The meeting was dominated by the forthcoming FMPS Working 
Day (Oct 3rd) and for the first time there will be a Tractor Road 
Run on Saturday Oct 2nd  There is much more information 
regarding these events in this magazine and of course on our 
website. www.fmps.org.uk  It looks to be shaping up to be a 
great end to the season which really never got started.     
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A Major Change. 
 

 

Bryan Mills, the current Chair of our Society, has announced 
that after many years at the helm he will not be seeking re-
election at the end of this year. 

Bryan has served the Society well but because he has many 
other interests and commitments has decided to step down.  

We will of course be electing a new Chair at the Annual 
General Meeting in January 2022. Hopefully this will be a “real” 
meeting rather than the Covid restricted virtual meeting as 
happened this year. 

To register your interest or, should you wish to nominate 
someone, then initially contact Bryan:- 07967 366344. 

The Committee have been examining ideas to update the 
Society and perhaps even move away from our roots of Farm 
Machinery by recognising many members and potential 
members have interests other than just Farm Machinery. 

The desire to attract young members is paramount and to this 
end the incoming Chair will need to steer the Society in this 
direction and continue the work Bryan has achieved thus far. 

Are YOU this person? Or, do you know someone who fits the 
bill? Bryan would love to hear from you.  
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The Late Barry Lambert. 
 
In the June magazine we reported the passing of Barry 
Lambert who was a member of the Society almost from its 
beginning in 1968. His Son Steven has now given us the 
following in memory of his Dad who can only be described as 
one of life’s characters. (editor)   
 
 
It is with great sadness that we report the passing of one of the 
clubs longest serving members, Barry Lambert. 
Barry was a member of the FMPS from very early in the clubs 
history and was a keen supporter at both the club rally and 
working days. Barry also served on the Committee for many 
years.  
 
The first tractor he owned was a FordsonE27n with front loader 
with which he used to try and earn a few quid from farm work 
and hedging etc. For a while he worked in land reclamation, 
clearing tree roots with gelignite and happily recalled how, 
when clearing a row of good sized Elm roots, he wired 4 
charges up to the igniter magneto allowing the explosives to 
occur simultaneously in order to save a lot of walking back and 
forth. The resulting bang was reported to have been heard over 
a mile away! 
 
Always one for a challenge Barry used to race scrambles on his 
home built motorbike and sidecar a Triumph 500 pre-unit 
engine in a BSA frame along with home-made front forks and 
homemade sidecar. The highly tuned engine was removed at 
the end of the season and used in his road bike for a little more 
fun. 
 
He married Angela in October ’66 and all was well until an 
industrial accident in 1968 left Barry in hospital for 9 weeks with 
a badly burned leg that subdued his willingness to race bikes.  
Seeking an outlet for his petrol passion he bought his Allis 
Chalmers U which was in a semi derelict state for the princely 
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sum of £25. The Allis was push poled back to Whites Yard at 
Great Leighs, next door the ECF site where Barry worked as a 
fitter, demonstrator and delivering and starting off machinery. 
With a knocked out big end replaced and a new set of 
mudguards made (built using a set of rollers he made himself) 
the Allis was painted and attended its first Rally in the summer 
of 1972. The tractor is still owned by the family and will 
hopefully be out and about a bit more this year, to keep Barry’s 
memory very much alive. 
 
1974 saw the move out to Grundisburgh and the creation that 
Barry was most proud of; the conversion of a Fowler challenger 
33 crawler into a wheeled tractor complete with hydrostatic 
power steered front axle and huge Fowler 25 tonne winch. 
Used to haul trenchless drainage machines in the hard baked 
Suffolk clay soils in the summer of ’76 the Beast, as it became 
known, was driven all over north east Suffolk putting its winch 
to very good use rescuing many a digger from sticky situations.  
 
Barry was not only useful with the spanners; he was an 
accomplished blacksmith and latterly, a qualified Farrier too 
and upon qualifying he started his own business of shoeing 
horses, making ornamental iron works and repairing farm 
equipment. From this work he has left behind a legacy of village 
signs, railings and gates plus the Fire basket beacons that he 
made for the commemoration of the victory over the Spanish 
Armada. The baskets with hand forged tips and 3 dimensional 
rolled radii were supplied to Sudbury, Eye, Shotley and Old 
Felixstowe. 
 
Barry kept on with the engineering side of things and his last 
creation wold be the last tractor he ever drove, his home 
brewed Fordson N with Perkins 4.270 conversion, bought as a 
rolling wreck with a pile of “spares” the tractor came together 
and with high top gear and hand clutch was quite a useful bit of 
kit. 
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Many miles of tractor road runs, ploughing matches, working 
days and just generally having a bit of a giggle meant that the 
tractors in the fleet were never overly pretty but they would 
always start and run well (except the industrial Fordson, that 
always was a pain in the trousers). 
 
There are so many more stories and adventures that could be 
recounted but there simply isn’t room for all of them 
Barry noted for his wry humour, “can do” attitude and passion 
for anything mechanical, Barry will be greatly missed by all who 
knew him. 
 
He leaves behind his loving wife, Angela and is survived by his 
sons Fred and Steven and by his 3 granddaughters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the Editor; 
 
I knew Barry from the mid 1980s and he was one of those 
people who really could be relied on to “call a spade a spade” 
with his knowledge of all things mechanical and his ability to 
always “know the right person”.  
 
Barry served on our Committee for many years and was able to 
provide much knowledge and wisdom to get things done, 
especially when the Society was able to hold an annual rally. 
 
As a Society we would like to pass on our condolences to 
Angela and the family and I am sure we will be forever grateful 
for what Barry brought to the table in his own inimitable way.  
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Insurance documents for all exhibits will be 
checked as you enter Grove Farm. 

No insurance = No entry. No exceptions 

 

FMPS Working Day 
October 3rd  

We are pleased to announce the FMPS Working Day will go 
ahead this year courtesy of the Cracknell family. 

For many years this event has been regarded as a great way to 
finish off the season which of course this year, looks to be 
much reduced and therefore, the working day will have extra 
appeal to those who have felt starved of “vintage activities” 

Ploughing plots will be available as always and all are welcome 
whether you are an expert or a complete novice. It is not a 
competition but a chance to put your old machinery through its 
paces. 

Stationary engines are always well represented with their own 
compound.  

All and everything is welcome: bring your vintage commercial, 
car, motorcycle or military vehicle or absolutely anything of 
interest.  

This event is always well supported by the public and donations 
always go to charity. (the Essex and Herts. Air Ambulance 
Service) 

Find the working day at Grove Farm, Great Henny, 
near Sudbury Suffolk. CO10 7LT. 

To join us call Colin Cracknell 01787 269214 
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Situation Vacant  
 

 

For quite a while our Treasurer, John Court, has been acting as 
“Temporary Secretary” but the time has come when we need to 
recruit a “Permanent Secretary”.  

The main task of this position is to take minutes at FMPS 
Committee and General Meetings as well as carrying out a 
small amount general administration work. The person will 
need to be computer literate as most communications are by 
email. The meetings are generally held in Halstead and 
therefore it would be beneficial if the Secretary were to be in 
the area or able to travel.  

 

This position is paid an annual salary. 

 

 

If you, family member, friend or associate think you would like 
to be our new Secretary then please contact John Court. 

 

courtj106@aol.com     or   01394 448492 
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A Missing D4  

(Gone but definitely not forgotten)  

From Mike Laflin. 

In the early 1970s I had several Caterpillar tractors on contract 
work both on agricultural work and on various sites in East 
Anglia. In 1971 father and I decided to look for late model 
Caterpillar D4 7U series that would be easy to move to do small  
bulldozing and ploughing jobs. We were advised that Derek 
Saywell near St Neots had one for sale which was ex Swedish 
Army and a very late 1959 model needing some work. Anyway 
we had a look and father bought it. 

It was certainly a very late model, serial no. 7U43455, only a 
few hundred from the last 7U completed with an electric start 
donkey engine, full electric lights, an oil clutch, a 5 bottom roller 
track frame, large front idlers and an angle dozer. It was just  
what we were looking for and probably the only one in this 
country with this complete specification. Unusually for a D4 in 
this country it had the fuel tank on the rear of the seat. The 
downside was that the starting engine had suffered a fire and 
the machine was well worn. 

I decided to do a complete rebuild and began to strip it down, 
engine, transmission, track frames, radiator, everything. It took 
me nearly 2 years to complete including locating a new starting 
engine. It ran like a sewing machine. On the advice of the  
Caterpillar service agent the engine power was boosted by 10 
hp by changing the governor spring to a traxcavator one and 
altering the injector pump rack to suit. The hydraulic system for 
the angledozer was at the front and I had another hydraulic 
pump mounted on the back of the transmission housing driven 
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off the rear power take off to supply oil to the 5 valve bank 
mounted on an oil reservoir on the right running board.  
This was to operate a doe tool carrier and plough. It was 

completed in early June 1973.   

The first job that it went to was on the construction of the 
Loddon bypass in Norfolk in late June 73, the hire lasting until 
October 73. It was then used for ploughing for the rest of the 
year. I had a D8, a D7, 2 D6s and a D4c on other work 
including mole draining. I usually drove the D4 7U myself when 
doing agricultural work. I was very attached to it. 

In June 1975 I had a bad accident with a Fowler Challenger 33 
when moledraining putting me out of action for some months. 
We sold the other tractors but kept the D4 for use on the Farm. 
In 1993, I moved to Norfolk from Hartest and was doing 
contract moledraining with the Fowler 33 based at a former 
grainstore at Glemsford about 39 miles from where I lived. Over 
a few years, the grainstore was burgled no less than 68 times 
and I was just unable to buy insurance. The police were no use 
at all and mostly were just not interested. They would issue a 
crime number, but as I could not buy insurance it was of no 

  The D4 as it appeared following restoration. 
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use. The losses cost me over £100,000 but nobody was 
interested as it did not affect them. 

One morning I attended the grainstore to prepare to go 
moledraining the next day. When I arrived, I found that the 
doors were open, the locks having been cut off with  
Oxy/acetylene gas and the Fowler 33 and D4 missing, having 
been taken without my knowledge or consent. In due course I 
found that they were hidden on Wratting Airfield, near Haverhill, 
behind a Hanger. Father and I reported the theft to Haverhill 
Police Station but they were not interested and it turns out that 
they did not even record it. When the D4 was taken it did not 
include the Bulldozer Blade and attachments, the cab, the seat 
and other parts which I still have. It should have been obvious 
to anybody that the tractors had been stolen. Anyway I went 
over to the airfield with a lorry and picked up the Fowler 33. 
When we returned to collect the D4 it had gone and I have not 
seen it to this day. I had given up all hope of its return 
assuming that it had been sent abroad or disappeared into a 
collection. I told Cheffins, the auctioneers, and others of its theft 
and reported it to the Link Club for Caterpillar owners, but 
nobody had heard anything about it. 

I was at a funeral wake two years ago when the subject of my 
D4 carne up in conversation and one of those attending was 
from the Haverhill area said that he knew all about it, and 
where it was, but would not tell me, I do believe it to be 
somewhere in the Haverhill area. I then reported this lead to the 
police but, as before they were not really interested, although 
the Suffolk Rural Crime Officer did take it up but was told to 
hand it over to Cambridge and it was then dropped. I had 
another go with the police about a month ago and was told to 
take all the details into Bury Police Station for the Rural Crime 
Sergeant, but nothing became of it. 
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May I please ask members of the Society to help me find       
7U 43455. It should be easy to confirm its identity because all 
of the special extra fittings. 

 

Perhaps somebody may just have heard something to give me 
a lead. My phone no. 01284 830450 and I now live in Hartest 
again. 

Mike Laflin. 
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FMPS Tractor Run 
October 2nd  

The FMPS Working Day is October 3rd. and to make it more 
of a special event and a perfect end to the very limited season 
we have had this year it is proposed we have a Tractor Run on 
the Saturday before the Working Day. 

This is open to all members and will start and finish at       
Grove Farm Great Henny CO10 7LT (the Working Day 

venue) courtesy of Colin and Mark Cracknell. 

At the time of writing the route, details of any stops are still in 
the planning stage but the run will start at 10am with a planned 
finish at 2pm. I am sure this will prove popular and an early 
expression of interest is essential.   

The run is being organised by Ken Bailey and to book your 
place please contact Ken:-  phone 07702202311 

The weekend is all about having fun with your machines but 
equally we will be raising money for charity, the Essex and 
Herts. Air Ambulance Service, and, although there is no entry 
fee, a donation will be very much appreciated. 

If there are sufficient drivers we will organise food/drink at the 
finish back at Grove Farm.  

Mark Cracknell has agreed to allow caravans/camping on site 
should you wish to take part in both the Tractor Run and the 
Working Day (without the need to make the journey from home 
two days running.  This could also make a very sociable 
Saturday night) 

Contact Ken Bailey to book your place:- phone 0770220311 
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A Brilliant Weekend Away 
From the editor. 

I am constantly asking you, the members to share your 
experiences regarding any rally or show visits but 
understandably over the past year or more few if any reports 
have come my way however, I did recently manage a weekend 
away at the Old Buckenham Airshow/Military gathering. This 
event like almost all others was cancelled last year but this year 
the organisers took the plunge and the show was on. 

Old Buckenham is a former WWll airfield in Norfolk which at the 
time was home to the Americans flying B17 Bombers with its 
later famous son, James Stewart, as one of the pilots. Today 
the Airfield is home to aviation in the form of a very active flying 
club and other civil flying activities. It also hosts several 
businesses involved in aircraft maintenance. But, once a year 
an amazing show is put together which attracts aircraft and 
visitors from all over. 

Despite the CV19 pandemic or perhaps because of it, this 
year’s show was as good as ever or, possibly better.  

On the ground there was a vast array of military vehicles and 
related exhibits complete with the re-enactors dressed in 
various WWll uniforms to complement their vehicles. I myself 
have a Triumph TRW motorcycle which was built strictly for 
military use but slightly later than the war. (there is a whole 
other story as to why these machines missed war service, 
perhaps I will relate this another time)  

To add to the spectacle and public interest the show also has a 
Classic Car display. Not exactly aviation or indeed military 
related but most interesting none the less. This year we were 
treated to an amazing selection of Rolls Royce and Bentleys 
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some were quite unique. One Rolls in particular took my eye 
with its 7 litre V12 engine which at first glance bore a striking 
similarity to a scaled down Merlin engine.    

The airshow flying displays featured some fantastic aircraft, 
both ancient and modern and the skills of the pilots were 
spellbinding. On both days the flying started with Tiger Moths, 
in fact nine Tiger Moths. Ordinarily, although a great aircraft, 
not generally a plane you might get excited about but to see 
nine all in one place at the same time was spectacular, it  

occurred to me you would have to go a long way to see this 
number in the sky together. Mostly flown / owned by pilots more 
used to flying commercial airliners I personally thought it was 
brilliant. Despite these aircraft being from the 1930s with very 
limited speed and manoeuvrability they produced a display 
worthy of any airshow.       

Picture courtesy of Pete Aldous 
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On the first day of the show the “Sally B” (the last airworthy B17 
in the UK) arrived to the delight of the crowds soon after the 
Tiger Moths had finished. Hugely popular and evocative the 
B17 has a massive following amongst enthusiasts and it never 
fails to excite. At the show I had a friend who goes into raptures 
whenever she sees the Sally B, we usually have to calm her 
down with a gin and tonic !!    

 

The artwork of 
the Sally B. 

(picture by the 
editor; taken at 
RAF Marham 
when I was lucky 
enough to look 
around the 
aircraft ) 

 

The iconic B17 Sally B at Old Buckenham. 
Picture courtesy of Pete Aldous 
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No airshow with a vintage theme could ever not delight the 
crowds with the sound of the mighty Merlin engine and, the 
weekend at Old Buckenham was no exception. I cannot see 
and hear a Spitfire, Hurricane, or a Mustang all with Merlins, 
without having a real “hair on the back of neck” moment.  

I was absolutely in my element because, all of the afore 
mentioned aircraft were in attendance and gave incredible 
displays. I was spellbound. What sights, what sounds? 

Not many people know this (with apologies to Michael Caine for 
borrowing his catchphrase) Along with the British and American 
aircraft displaying at the show was a Messerschmitt 109. This 
plane was not quite what it first appeared to be. Yes, it was a 
ME109 and all dressed up in Nazi markings but it was built just 
after the war in Spain. From memory the German built aircraft 
had a V12 Daimler-Benz engine but the one on display, being 
Spanish built and post war, actually had a Rolls Royce Merlin 
engine. Only four aircraft of this type were built and we were 
lucky enough to see one flying at the show. As you would 
expect there had to be a dog fight with the ME 109 on the 
losing end! A real spectacle but sadly I feel sure it did not 

Spitfire MH454 was seen 
at the show 
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always end with the Messerschmitt spiralling downwards with 
smoke pouring out in the 1940s.   

The show featured many modern aircraft as well as the vintage 
ones and one display from a very modern plane, or should I say 
two was quite breathtaking. The craft in question was an Extra 
flown by an aerobatic genius named Chris Burkett however; 
Chris had a companion flying alongside him which mirrored 
every manoeuvre he made. The really clever part was the fact 
the companion aircraft was pilotless and was being flown by 
radio control from the ground. I am reluctant to call it a model 
but in reality that is what it is but, being 43% scale of the real 
Extra and painted in exactly the same livery it was often 
impossible to tell them apart in the sky. The “model” was flown 
by Mike Williams a multiple champion of remote control flying 
and at every twist and turn made by the Extra the scale model 
was right there. I have to assume that Chris and Mike are in 
radio contact but I don’t know if that is the case, I just cannot 
see any other way of producing such a perfect routine.  

The model at times actually outperformed the full size aircraft 
apparently having a better power to weight ratio with its 175cc 
flat twin engine. The crowd just loved the performance and as 
for me, although I have seen these two on previous occasions, 
I could watch them over and over and still be hugely impressed. 

It is difficult to know what was the “star of the show” because it 
depends on personal opinion but towards the end of the show, 
on both days, we were treated to something totally up to date in 
the form of an RAF Typhoon, the fastest, most powerful and 
definitely the loudest aircraft in the show. This aircraft is one of 
our frontline defence and is generally launched to see off errant 
Russians who get cheeky by violating our airspace. With 
20.000 lbs of thrust it is capable of a speed of over 1150 mph 
and although not demonstrating this at the show (obviously) it 
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did shake the ground and set off countess car alarms when full 
afterburners were applied, just fantastic !  

The rate of climb, which is apparently 35.000 feet in just over 2 
minutes, made for a spectacular display and with the 
manoeuvrability of such an aircraft made us all feel proud we 
have these machines and the young men who fly them to 
protect us. I loved the Spitfires and the B17 but the Typhoon 
was, to me, the “Star of the Show”.     

As you will have 
gathered it was a brilliant 
weekend and, despite 
the weather forecast 
being full of gloom and 
doom mostly the sun 
shone. What more could 
you ask for?   

 

 

 

RAF Typhoon 
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Grand Henham Steam Rally 

25 July 2021 – Statement on the 2021 Rally  

Sadly, following careful consideration, the organising committee 
of the Grand Henham Steam Rally has made the difficult 
decision to cancel this year’s event due to the uncertainty 
surrounding Covid-19. 
Chair Helen Walker said: “The decision to cancel the rally for a 
second year in a row has been incredibly hard. We have been 
The 46th Grand Henham Steam Rally was scheduled to take 
place on 18 and 19 September 2021 at Henham Park, near 
Southwold. However, although the Government restrictions 
have been lifted, the current and rising number of cases give us 
all cause for concern and the situation could change very 
rapidly. 
Since the start of the pandemic, the organising committee have 
been considering all the options available to make the rally as 
safe as possible. This included cashless payments, increased 
cleansing, and one-way, wider aisles to allow social distancing. 
It was hoped the rally would take place this year, but it has 
become clear over the past few weeks that the ongoing 
uncertainty and the short period of time left in which to organise 
the event, makes the situation impossible for us. As always, the 
safety of visitors, exhibitors, volunteers and the organising 
committee is paramount and the decision not to go ahead is 
taken with everyone’s best interests at heart.  
    Working tirelessly to find ways to make the event possible, 
however we have had to face the reality that putting on the 
rally, with the rapidly rising case numbers, is simply not 
feasible. We know our visitors, exhibitors and volunteers will be 
disappointed, and we are disappointed too, however we can 
only look forward towards welcoming everyone back next 
year. As always, thank you for your support during these 
uncertain times.”  
The 46th Grand Henham Steam Rally takes place on 17 and 
18 September 2022. 
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The FMPS Tractor Run and Working Day 
A little more information:-   

Tractor Road Run will take place on Saturday 2nd of October.  
Start from Grove Farm Gt Henny at 10am and return at 2pm. 
Donations please in aid of the Essex and Herts. Air Ambulance. 

 
Contact:  
Ken Bailey 
07702202311 
 
Food/Drink 
available. 
 
 
 

Make it a weekend:- The Cracknell family have offered to 
provide an area for camping/caravanning.  
 
Volunteers are required to help with setting up on Saturday 
ready for The Working Day on Sunday 3rd   
Working plots available, novices and youngsters very welcome. 
Stationary engines will have a secure / safe compound. 
Anything and everything is welcome, commercials, cars, 
military, and motorcycles, or what have you. 
Contact: Colin Cracknell 01787 269214 

Find Grove Farm Great Henny 
(near Sudbury Suffolk)  CO10 7LT 

 
  
 
 

All exhibits must have Public Liability Insurance. 
Insurance must be presented when arriving. 

No Insurance=No Entry. No exceptions 
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For Sale and Wanted 
For Sale:  £.75.00  Now Reduced to £50.00 

 

Set of 4 iron wheels in 
perfect condition. 

11 ¾ inch diameter  

Contact Ray Robb 
01728 638694 
Near Saxmundham 
Suffolk 
 

 

 

For Sale:   £ 80.00 
Reduced to £ 55.00 
Set of 4 Heavy duty 

Iron wheels. Perfect for 
your large engine trolley. 

14 inch diameter with 
brass bush for axle. 

Contact Ray Robb 
01728 638694 
Near Saxmundham 
Suffolk 
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For Sale and Wanted 
For Sale:  £ 50.00  Now reduced to £35.00 

 

Set of 4 spoked 
steel wheels 

15 ¼ diameter  

Contact Ray Robb 
01728 638694 
Near 
Saxmundham 
Suffolk 
 

 

 

For Sale:   £ 30.00 Now reduced to £20.00 
Pair of iron wheels, 
great condition. 

10 ¼ diameter 

Contact Ray Robb 
01728 638694 
Near Saxmundham 
Suffolk 
 

__________________________________________________ 
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For Sale and Wanted 
For Sale:  £ 30.00  Now reduced to £20.00 

Pair of heavy duty iron 
wheels.  

10 ¼ diameter 

Contact Ray Robb 
01728 638694 
Near Saxmundham 
Suffolk 

 

 

For Sale:  £ 35.00  Reduced to £25.00  Bargain ! 
 

Pulleys  
 
3 x Wolseley WD  
fitment. 
1 x Lister D 
fitment.  
1 x twin V belt 
should fit D type 
or WD  

Contact Ray Robb 
01728 638694      Near Saxmundham Suffolk 
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The Introduction of E10 Fuel and The Threat To 
Classic Vehicles 

The proposed introduction of E10 petrol poses some serious 
challenges for owners of classic vehicles. But now, the 
Government is consulting on ways to preserve supplies of E5 
fuel for classic cars… 
After an initial consultation period, the Department of Transport has 
reaffirmed its intention to introduce a “greener” standard of 
unleaded fuel, E10, in 2021. 
As part of the government’s stated target of reaching a net zero on 
carbon emissions by 2050, Grant Shaps, the Transport Secretary 
announced that a move to the E10 grade of petrol, which contains 
up to 10% bioethanol and could save up to 750,000 tonnes of CO2 
per year. The government estimates that this would have the same 
effect as removing 350,000 vehicles from the road.     
But for owners of classic vehicles there’s a big problem on the 
horizon. While classic vehicles can happily run on the E5 petrol 
currently on sale, the new E10 fuel with its higher percentage of 
ethanol can cause all sorts of problems for them. 
According to the Department for Transport (DfT), the potential 
issues include: 

 Blocked fuel filters 
 Damaged fuel pumps 
 Degradation to flexible fuel hoses 
 Corroded carburettors 

Footman James(classic vehicle insurers) asked an expert, Martin 
Greaves of Classic Performance Engineering, to clarify the situation 
for motorists. 
HOW DOES E10 FUEL CAUSE PROBLEMS? 

“The move to change to mainly E10 fuel is a real concern for classic 
vehicle owners. Ethanol in fuel has been around since 2008, and in 
the industry we are already seeing problems arising from the 
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current addition of low levels of ethanol in existing fuels (even up to 
the 5% level). These problems include deposits blocking fine mesh 
fuel filters, degradation of fuel pipes and hoses and internals of 
carburettors suffering corrosion. 
The regime required to fully empty and clean fuel systems between 
uses of the car is prohibitive both in terms of time and practicality, 
and replacing components with ethanol compatible ones may not 
always be economical, or in certain cases, even possible.” 
The following question was posed to the Secretary of State for 
Transport by Sir Greg Knight, Conservative MP for East Yorkshire: 
"To ask the Secretary of State for Transport, what assessment he 
has made of the potential effect of the use of E10 fuel on older 
vehicles?” 
Which received the following response from Rachel Maclean, 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary (Department for Transport): 
“Increasing the share of bioethanol in petrol by blending up to 10 
per cent, known as E10, could provide significant carbon savings, 
helping us meet our climate change commitments. One of the main 
barriers to introducing E10 has been vehicle compatibility. 
Currently, around 95% of petrol cars used in the UK can use E10, 
but around 700,000 are not warranted by their manufacturers to use 
E10. This number is expected to decrease as vehicles come to the 
end of their life. However, some classic and cherished vehicles that 
are not advised to use E10 will remain in use. The prolonged use of 
E10 fuel in those older and classic vehicles not under manufacturer 
warranty can cause corrosion of some rubbers and alloys used in 
the engine and fuel systems. For those vehicles, the Department 
remains committed to ensuring that E5 is retained as a protection 
grade, if E10 is introduced.” 
The DfT have also said there would be a review after five years to 
consider whether there is a viable and widely available alternative 
for owners of older cars and whether continuing to sell E5 remains 
appropriate. 
For information from the FBHVC on their position on the E10 fuels 
consultation, visit their website. 
David Bond, Managing Director at FJ has commented, “There’s 
already an agreement in terms of petrol stations needing to be 
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selling E5 petrol where there is a certain volume of petrol being 
sold. In time that may dwindle. But at the same time the history of 
cars has been about innovation, development. Manufacturers are 
already looking at things like synthetic fuels.” 
He added: “Filling stations that stock both grades of petrol and 
supply at least 1million litres of fuel each year will need to make 
sure one product is the super E5 protection grade. So not all filling 
stations necessarily will be able to do that so you could see some 
petrol station not supplying it. But there’s still going to be plenty out 
there and also others are looking at additives you could put into the 
vehicle or whether actually the cars may run OK on E10." 
_____________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
A note from the editor:- 
After a little research around ESSO I have found a statement from 
them indicating one of their unleaded petrol grades (Synergy 
Supreme 99) is actually ethanol free. 

 
ESSO say:- 
Although our pumps have E5 labels on them, our Synergy 
Supreme+ 99 is actually ethanol free (except, due to 
technical supply reasons, in Devon, Cornwall, North Wales, 
North England and Scotland). Legislation requires us to 
place these E5 labels on pumps that dispense unleaded 
petrol with ‘up to 5% ethanol’, including those that contain 
no ethanol, which is why we display them on our Synergy 
Supreme+ 99 pumps. 
There’s currently no requirement for renewable fuel, like 
ethanol, to be present in super unleaded petrol although 
this could change in the future, in which case we would 
comply with any new legislation. 
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FMPS Meetings / Visits 
 

Meetings  
 

August 25th 
“Reg Sparrow, born 1872, an Essex Farmer and my 

Grandfather” Illustrated talk by Roger Kennell  
 

September 29th 
General meeting, speaker TBA. (watch website) 

 
October 2nd Tractor Road Run 

October 3rd FMPS Working Day 
 

October 27th 
General meeting, speaker TBA. (watch website) 

 
November 24th 

General meeting, speaker TBA. (watch website) 
 

December No Meeting 
 

 
Always check the WEBSITE 

www.fmps.org.uk  
for meeting updates. 

 
 

 
 

      
 
 
 

Deadline for next Magazine November 15th 2021 

This magazine is also available to read on the 
website, usually at least a week before the printed 
copy arrives. You can see all the pictures in their 
original colour and of course see the “For Sale” 

items in advance. 
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Farm Machinery Preservation 
Society Ltd. 

 
 
 

 
Magazine No. 159 
September 2021  

 

 
Come and join FMPS 

Working Day October 3rd  

Est. 1968 

 

Society Badges £2.50 each 
+ 75p post and packing. Or, save postage, collect at meetings 
 
 
                                           
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Promote your Society 
 

Available once again are 
these fine quality woven and 

metal badges.  The woven 
badge is 90mm diameter and  

 
the metal pin on badge is 25mm 
 
Contact our Treasurer, John Court. 
courtj106@aol.com        (preferred contact) 
 
Or phone: 01394 448492  
                                                                                                                                       


